Painting Project
Dear Class 5,
For the next three weeks until we go back to school, you will be undertaking a painting project. This
involves a few steps and I hope you enjoy this project – you are bound to create some wonderful artworks!
Now, I am purposefully not going to tell you what the end artwork should look like because in this project
there is a bit of exploration for you to do and I hope that you will be free to create as we go, and not
compare yours to anyone else’s. When we come back to school, it’s going to be fun to put them up on the
walls and see how everyone explored this project differently.
So each Tuesday, I will tell you what you need, what to do and show you my example by way of illustrating
what I mean… yours most certainly can and should look different to mine!
To begin, here’s what you need:
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Your painting paper which was included in your packs
Something for you to lean on when working on your painting paper
Led pencil
Rubber
Your watercolour paints and brushes from school, included in your packs last term.
Jar of water
2 chairs
A plain coloured sheet or cloth, very important it doesn’t have any patterns on it!
A lamp
An apple, cut in half so you can see the star. If you don’t have an apple, you could use a pear, an
orange, mandarin or any other round fruit.

What to do:
1. Place one of the chairs in an area of the house where you can have some quiet, undisturbed time.
The second chair is for you to sit on, but you don’t have to use the second chair, you could sit on
the floor if you prefer.
2. Put your cloth over the chair so that you can’t see the chair any more
3. Place the lamp at the side of the chair, but a little out of the way so that it isn’t blocking your view
to the chair, it is lighting nicely.
4. Go to the kitchen and cut your apple or piece of fruit in half, showing the star if you have an apple.
5. Come back and place the apple on the back right corner of the chair seat, with half showing the star
and the other half sitting on the chair – however you want. You can see the picture below for how I
have set up my chair, lamp, cloth and fruit:

6. Now gather your painting paper, a board or large book to lean on, pencil, rubber, paints, brushes
and a jar of water and choose a place to draw this scene of the apple sitting on the chair. You can
see a picture of the place I chose, below:

Sitting straight on, but I am not going to paint or draw any of the chair legs or wall behind.
7. Now take your pencil and very lightly, because you may need to rub out mistakes, start to sketch
what you see. This is following on from the observational drawings you practiced in botany, so this
really works well if you try to draw it as you see it.

Hint: you can mark out the highest, mid and lowest points of your drawing to get it looking right, see my
pictures below:

8. With your led pencil, make sure you have drawn every line and detail you can, but don’t shade too
much, you can see mine below for a good amount

9. Now you are going to paint over your led pencil markings and fill it with colour! Water will make
the led run with it so this is where if you pressed too hard with your led pencil, you will have to use
more paint. Where there are darker colours in your cloth, you can mix your paint to make darker
colours – just mix them on the lid and not in the actual paint. Next week you will see my painting;
this week I want you to really look at the colours and try to mix those colours you see. You can use
your pencils as well as paints if you would like, but a warning: don’t make the cloth colour too dark
because there are more things coming in the next weeks!

10. Now, put this painting to the side in a safe place until next week’s stage. You can put everything
away, knowing that we will be using those same materials again next week, so you might want to
put them in a place you can get to them easily.
11. Wash your hands and eat your apple! Even though mine went brown, I ate with cheese J

